ENGINEERING LOGISTICS
EFFICIENCY WITH
MOBILE TECHNOLOGY

CHALLENGES FOR LOGISTICS TODAY

Difficulty attracting and retaining
skilled staff in the current labor
shortage crisis

11.2
MILLION

Outdated processes resulting
in frequent delivery delays
and interruptions

jobs to fill in labor
and logistics.1

Data breaches and
cyber-attacks are a
significant threat to
the industry

obsolete processes and technology
restricts organizational agility.

42%

BILLION

cost to logistics
firms in 2021 from
cyber-attacks.2

Increasing operational costs to
meet customer demands

Low workplace productivity
and inefficiency

uncoordinated operations
in disparate locations.

$1.8

rise in supply
chain attacks in
the first half of
2021 in the US.2

increase in logistics costs
year-over-year from
2016-2021.3

14%

complex
employee processes.

MANAGED MOBILITY FUELS PRODUCTIVITY
Denali’s full scale mobility solution helps you overcome global
supply chain challenges by revving up digitalization.

Streamline
device procurement

Transform
business processes

Denali’s
Managed
Mobility

Enhance
user experience

Manage
mobility assets

DENALI AND SAMSUNG:
PIONEERING CHANGE WITH TECHNOLOGY

Samsung Galaxy XCover Pro's dual SIMs and long-lasting
battery ensure connected reliability for critical systems.

Samsung Tab Active3 enhances visibility and functionality to
improve the user experience with real-time delivery insights.

Denali's relationship with Samsung results in rapid
sourcing at a lower, consistent price.

Samsung Knox uses advanced data protection and biometrics
to minimize security risks.

DELIVERING FIRST-CLASS
SOLUTIONS GLOBALLY

Last mile to
door delivery

On-demand connectivity to multiple
cellular providers in real time.

Cargo tracking
and delivery

Pallet tracking to locate and manage
inventory from start-to-finish.

In-cab
technology

In cab, cellular-connected mobile device,
reducing hardware and minimizing costs.

WHY DENALI

Global reach

99.64%

SLA compliance

850k+

devices under monthly
Denali management

5+ years of partnership
with Samsung

LEARN MORE ABOUT DENALI’S MANAGED MOBILITY SOLUTIONS HERE
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